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keep an eye out for potential wall haxer
Posted by Shootme - 23 Apr 2012 12:42
_____________________________________

Yo

keep an eye out for this guy &quot;U.F.O.&quot;            STEAM_0:1:14705966

spec'd the guy for 5 mins, was following and shooting walls where players where when challenged by
saying he was wall haxing and to turn them off he left the server

Cheers

Shoot Me

============================================================================

Re: keep an eye out for potential wall haxer
Posted by tcrumpen - 23 Apr 2012 14:44
_____________________________________

Shootme wrote:

Yo

keep an eye out for this guy &quot;U.F.O.&quot;            STEAM_0:1:14705966

spec'd the guy for 5 mins, was following and shooting walls where players where when challenged by
saying he was wall haxing and to turn them off he left the server

Cheers

Shoot Me

if you think someone is hacking, record a demo and post a Hacker report (thats for the heads up
anyway);

www.twkgaming.com/sbans/index.php?p=submit

============================================================================
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Re: keep an eye out for potential wall haxer
Posted by substick - 23 Apr 2012 15:11
_____________________________________

Just post the demo in the forums preferably  also you should be able to add them to sourcebans shootme since you are admin 

============================================================================

Re: keep an eye out for potential wall haxer
Posted by Shootme - 23 Apr 2012 20:35
_____________________________________

substick wrote:

Just post the demo in the forums preferably  also you should be able to add them to sourcebans shootme since you are admin 

Yo

lost access to sourcebans ??? not sure why....BUT

I dont really ban people unless 100%, and of course did not have time too record this time as just came
on and noticed he was strange so was watching, then asked if haxing, and he went 

also what &quot;demo&quot; do you require, is it just the command  record name in console if so...cool,
ill prob setup a key

Cheers

ShootMe

============================================================================

Re: keep an eye out for potential wall haxer
Posted by substick - 23 Apr 2012 20:59
_____________________________________

ye just type 'record name' in console  then type 'stop' when you want to stop it  post it on the forums after that and we shall have a look.
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On the sourcebans side I don't know, I'll talk to Colin at some point .

============================================================================
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